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2021.May.27. 

Dear Andrea, 

It was a pleasure to have our discussion with you last night. That being said, I wish to continue to talk 

to you about your charades. Your method for confronting a contentious problem is called gaslighting, 

a term that I will be dedicating a webpage to shortly. It was very offensive to hear you tell me to 

“Stop listening to the propaganda.” Well, I am more than willing to discuss the facts of the matter on 

camera, on T.V. in the Hungarian language, and with anyone who wants to argue their fiction over 

the facts (not my facts, just the facts). 

I am a communications instructor and a successful enough one at that. For every statement you’ll 

need to provide clear and concrete evidence, with references when you can or have time for. I have a 

page dedicated to the corona virus at MediaAccess.hu: 

Kezdőoldal  >  Hallgatói sarok  >  Safety, Health and Security  >  Gyakori Kérdések a (Corona Virus) 

Koronavírusról - Szakértő válaszol | VIBES 

With your lack of knowledge and lack of willingness to discuss and share information, I doubt that 

you’ll be willing to talk about this further, but the evidence is enormously clear that IT IS YOU WHO IS 

FOLLOWING THE GOBBLEDYGOOK, NOT I. I never tear down my confronter in such a way as you, 

even if they are disingenuous to the core, unless they attack my person. 

The science is on my side, the hogwash is on yours. 

I don’t know where to begin with your assessments. Some very basic knowledge of some very basic 

understandings of some very basic empirical evidence concepts will lead you to at least, if not in 

depth, cursorily review some very fundamentals that I have to share. I didn’t ask you anything 

specific last night because you brushed me away so quickly and without regard to truth that I can 

assume that your harsh reality would come to a screeching halt if you were to be enlightened about 

some very basic realizations—if you were able to awaken from your stupor—regarding how little you 

believe you have learned about some basic matters. 

Without further ado, maybe you could start with these in order; MediaAccess.hu: 

1. The Corona Virus Explained to Children - pdf file 

2. The Corona Virus Scam - pdf file (More than 330 links, mostly videos—all of which I’ve 

reviewed, most all of which are of a scientific nature, with hundreds and thousands of 

doctors worldwide who support the evidence-based science, some one-sided arguments I’ve 

had with students [mostly pathetic, but a great lesson on how not to argue—from their 

sides], invaluable flyers that share the disturbing trends within the Hungarian culture, and 

other relevant information), along with some scary stuff regarding what has been happening 

due to lockdowns around the world. 

3. They Live Review - pdf file (a review of a documentary of the world of today that I wrote—

Geology is mentioned!). 

4. The Roots and Consequences of Fascism - pdf file (another document of the world of today—

as well as yesterday). 

5. The Blunt Truth About Vaccines - pdf file 

6. A koronavírus és király - Problémák és megoldások - pdf file (a short essay I wrote that I was 

trying to share with you. Although it doesn’t specify the numerous flaws in your assumed 

implications in detail, it does dismantle some of your fundamental assumptions of your 

misinterpretations of logic with it.  
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7. If you don’t do any other research, please listen to the Frontline Doctors. Here are a handful 

of links to help you along your way: 

a. Frontline Physicians Aim to Dispel ‘Massive’ COVID-19 ‘Disinformation Campaign’ 

on Capitol Hill "  

b. American Frontline Doctors (The banned video from American Frontline Doctors):  

c. American Frontline Doctors 

d. MEDICAL SCIENCE - Laboratories in US can’t find Covid-19 in one of 1,500 positive 

tests:  

e. 2020: The Year Medicine Lost Contact by Dr. Sam Bailey 

It’s certainly your prerogative to follow the facts. Let me finish by remarking to the fact that 

Hungarians are descendents of two main groups: global communists (MSZP, Párbeszéd, Momentum, 

etc.) and national communists (a.k.a. national socialists [NAZIS]—well, you can argue all you want 

about that NAZI affiliation, but it’s in the name). This is not to say that Hungarians in Hungary are 

exclusive in this dilemma, but it is to say that the world continues to go in circles without much care 

to understand why and how to get out of the vortex. I’m guilty just as well, but … .  The Nazis and the 

communists have done the social distancing, isolations and injections, like, forever. Why is this 

important to mention? Because it is this very mentality that has been passed down from generation 

to generation and it is the same baffling format that dominates our culture today—it’s quite relevant. 

Stay stuck on stupid or learn some facts! If you want to talk to me about it, you’d better know what 

you’re talking about, because I do! I also have several pages dedicated to the “global warming fraud” 

that you can search for on my site. I teach these things. Don’t believe me about any of it! Do your 

own research, but I know you haven’t done it and probably you won’t—because “You’re the smart 

one and I’m the stupid one?” –and that mindset is fixed in your mind. 

Thanks in advance for learning to not continue with the malfeasance.  Your stand is appallingly scary, 

frankly, and I hope you stay away from Győrfi Pál’s soap opera and the constant mainstreaming of 

propaganda. It’s one continuous push for an advertising of products, products that are not vaccines, 

but are “experimental biological agents.” Your assumptions, which are commonly recognized as 

being true, are very harmful for this country as a whole! The chances of me dying of the corona virus 

(a.k.a. the common cold) are not strong—and although it can happen, wearing a cloth on both my 

intake and outtake breathing apparatus isn’t going to do anything but harm; do that to your car and 

tell me how that works out for you. 

You got an injection—WHICH PROTECTS YOU FROM NOTHING! You said it yourself. You’ll have to get 

vaccinated (whatever’s in it is anybody’s guess) over and over and over again—unless you get a 

mRNA vaccine, like Pfizer, then it’ll stay with you forever—poisoned forever! Oh, the joy of it all! In 

summary, a vaccination is, by its very nature and definition, a poison—and you’re poisoning your 

nation with ignorance. 

-A Friendly Note from a Friendly neighbor, 

Chris 

https://odysee.com/@TruthVault:0/Frontline-Physicians-Aim-to-Dispel-%E2%80%98Massive%E2%80%99-COVID-19-%E2%80%98Disinformation-Campaign%E2%80%99-on-Capitol-Hill:0
https://odysee.com/@TruthVault:0/Frontline-Physicians-Aim-to-Dispel-%E2%80%98Massive%E2%80%99-COVID-19-%E2%80%98Disinformation-Campaign%E2%80%99-on-Capitol-Hill:0
https://odysee.com/American-Frontline-Doctors:7?fbclid=IwAR0Oq87_BTXI698M6ggkfcnXrwfdgBZcj_FwHwPI72JmuuAgiUV8tXbcEwU
https://odysee.com/@SeekingTruthAruba:c/AmericanFrontlineDoctors:3
https://greatreject.org/laboratories-cant-find-covid-19-in-positive-tests/?fbclid=IwAR2Ru9kxBHJW9q6QIPntHg3YjjoDBFuFnxCyclrKSvfG08VBXLUsIr4YJn4
https://greatreject.org/laboratories-cant-find-covid-19-in-positive-tests/?fbclid=IwAR2Ru9kxBHJW9q6QIPntHg3YjjoDBFuFnxCyclrKSvfG08VBXLUsIr4YJn4
http://www.mediaaccess.hu/userspace/pdf_files/2020%20-%20The%20Year%20Medicine%20Lost%20Contact.pdf

